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Abstract

Low-power embedded systems often require simple but flexible functionality for data management. Key-value store is
one of data stores, which provides simple API and is easy to scale-out. We developed a dedicated key-value store core as a
low-power embedded storage. In this paper, key-value store chip is fabricated with Renesas SOTB 65-nm process technology.
We evalute the real chip in terms of power consumption and operating frequency by tuning VDD and body bias voltage. The
chip achieved 11.2mW as power consumption with 0.7V VDD if the target frequency is 40MHz. When data rate is low, the
system can reduce power consumption by tuning VDD and body bias voltage.
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1 Introduction
Low-power embedded systems often equip some storages for storing data and caches. For example, packet filtering rules are
stored in home security systems in order to prevent specific traffic patterns. A typical approach to store such rules for fast rule
access is to use Contents Addressable Memory (CAM), which typically consumes significant power. Another approach is to
use key-value store in which data is represented as a key-value pair. Key-value pairs are stored in RAM. A hashed key is used
as address of the RAM to access the specific key-value pair. In this paper, we focus on the key-value structure as a practical
data structure in terms simplicity and generality and show key-value store chip design. The key-value store is optimized for
the low power. More specifically, it can adjust the performance vs. energy efficiency by tuning VDD and body bias voltages
at runtime.

CAM has been used for packet forwarding in network switches and routers. Search-lines on CAM are connected to all
flip-flops on CAM, so power consumption is higher than RAM. On the other hand, the key-value store uses RAMs for hash
table, and thus the power consumption is low. Regarding the key-value store acceleration, FPGA and ASIC based key-value
store designs have been explored especially for data centers [1, 2, 3, 4]. These FPGA and ASIC solutions can achieve high
energy efficiency, thanks to the dedicated key-value store circuit. Also, they can mitigate packet processing overheads by
avoiding network protocol stack of OS kernel.

Contributions of this work are as follows. 1) Key-value store chip is designed and fabricated as a real chip. 2) The real chip
is evaluated in terms of power consumption and operating frequency by tuning VDD and body bias voltage. 3) The results
demonstrate that the chip can customize performance vs. energy-efficiency by tuning VDD and body bias voltage. This work
shows that the real chip achieves low power consumption, which indicates that this chip can be used for embedded storages
such as those for home security systems.

2 Key-value Store Chip Design
Key-value store is a widely used software system for web cache in cloud computing. Key-value store uses key-value pairs
as data structure to be stored in memory. To search a specific value, a query including the corresponding key is processed,
calculating a hash value based on the key and accessing the entry of the hash table based on this hash value.

Key-value store accelerators [1, 2, 3, 4] have been explored on FPGA and ASIC in order to achieve high energy efficiency.
Since one of major bottlenecks on software system for key-value store is network protocol stack, key-value store accelerators
offloaded to network interface card is a silver bullet for high performance in terms of throughput and latency. The implemented
KVS (key-value store) chip provides energy-efficient key-value store functionality that can change VDD and body bias voltage
to adjust performance vs. energy-consumption. It is assumed to run on network or stacked chips.

2.1 Entire Chip Design
The implemented chip has 32bit data interfaces as input/output data bus due to chip size limitation. As shown in Fig. 3, two
key-value store cores which are denoted as a processing element (PE) are designed: the one uses DFF arrays inside a PE as
data store to verify the design without SRAM, another uses SRAM to verify the design including SRAM. In addition, SRAM
debug core is designed for the purpose of validation for SRAM. Read/write access is performed via I/O pins. Two bits selector
is provided to choose these three modes.

To secure more storage, we are assuming to use an external memory chip which affects latency and performance, con-
sidering memory access latency. This chip has two independent PEs. To improve throughput of key-value store, possibly
multiple PEs could be implemented on a chip, or multiple chips can be used by consistent hashing to distribute a query with
a key. Each PE has 72bit data width interfaces: 64bit is data and 8bit is header. The header indicates information of key-,
value-position and last flit. As a prototype, a PE supports 64B key and 64B value as fixed size. To support variable key/value
sizes, more logic cells could be utilized.

2.2 PE Design
A PE uses cyclic redundancy check (CRC) as hash function to calculate hash value to access to a value on data store. A single
SRAM cell used with a PE is divided to two regions: hash table region and data store region. For memory allocation, we used
slab allocator running on MIPS R3000 compatible processor with micro code. When a SET request query is processed in PE,



a new value entry is calculated by the MIPS processor. When a DELETE query is processed in PE, the address of deleted
value entry is stored in free list on DFF arrays. This software processing is bottleneck in the current design. Possible future
work is developing this part with dedicated hardware. From RTL simulation, 82 clock cycles to execute GET (read request)
and 169 clock cycles to execute SET (write request) are required in the key-value store PE. Since this prototype supports 64B
key and 64B value as fixed size, we expect lower clock cycles in the case of home security system due to IPv4/IPv6 address
size (e.g., 4B/16B). Our prior work [5] shows that 5 PEs interconnected with a crossbar switch achieved 10GbE line rate. Note
that, since the design of [5] runs on 200MHz, more PEs are required to achieve the line rate using this case (e.g., 40-65MHz).

3 Chip Implementation
KVS chip was implemented with Renesas SOTB (Silicon On Thin Box) 65-nm process technology. Tools used for the design
are Cadence ncverilog (version 15.10-s008) for RTL Simulation, Synopsys Design Compiler (version I-2013.12-SP2) for
synthesis and Synopsys IC Compiler (version I-2013.12-ICC-SP2) for layout. SOTB [6] is a novel Fully Depleted Silicon
on Insulator (FD-SOI) technology. Transistors are constructed on an ultra thin BOX layer to suppress the detrimental Short
Channel Effect (SCE) and the VTH variation caused by Random Dopant Fluctuations (RDF). In SOTB, the body bias can be
used to optimize the performance and power consumption after fabrication. For an nMOS (pMOS) transistor, V BN (V BP )
is given to its p-well (n-well). Zero bias, where VBN and VBP are equal to the source voltage (That is, V BN = 0, V BP =
V DD), means that the transistor works with its normal VTH . When the forward bias (V BN > 0 and V BP < V DD) is
given, VTH is decreased, and the leakage current is increased, while the operational speed is enhanced.

As shown in Fig. 1, the chip was implemented on a 3mm × 3mm die. Fig. 2 shows the micro-photograph of the chip.
Only a square corresponding to the core can be observed.

4 Real Chip Evaluation
The advantage of the SOTB process is its low power consumption with a low supply voltage (V DD). Fig. 4 shows the
relationship between power consumption, operational frequency and supply voltage. The area without values means that the
chip was not operational with the given supply voltage, and the area shaded with green shows that the chip was operational
with the zero bias. If the target frequency is 40MHz, the power consumption was only 11.2mW with 0.7V V DD. Although
the maximum frequency was 55MHz with the zero bias, we can enhance it by giving the forward bias (V BN > 0). Here, we
used the balanced body bias, that is (V BN + V BP = V DD), thus, V BP is automatically fixed when V BN is fixed. We
only show the V BN here. The maximum operational frequency can be enhanced to 60MHz with V BN = 0.6V and 65MHz
with V BN = 0.9V . As shown in Fig. 4, the power consumption was not increased so much. Tuning VDD and controlling
body-bias can improve performance when throughput is required, as shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the relationship between
the leakage current and VBN. Unlike the original SOTB process[6], recent design kit focuses on suppressing the leakage
current with the moderate performance gain with the forward biasing.

5 Conclusions
Key-value store chip was designed and implemented for low power embedded systems such as home security systems. Al-
though typical CAM as a solution to hold forwarding rules typically consumes significant power, the implemented key-value
store chip achieved low power consumption. Results indicate when input data rate is high on the target system, operating
frequency can be increased by tuning VDD and body bais voltage to improve its performance. When input data rate is low,
the system can reduce power consumption by decreasing VDD and tuning body bias voltage.

We will expect to explore the practical use case with more memory space. The system assures more memory space by
introducing stacked memory chip. Possible future direction is implementation with Through-Chip Interface (TCI) and then
KVS chip can utilize wider memory space with memory chips via TCI.
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Figure 1: Layout of KVS chip Figure 2: Photo of the KVS chip

Figure 3: Block diagram of the KVS chip

Figure 4: Total power consumption of KVS chip

Figure 5: Operational frequency (MHz) versus VDD (V) Figure 6: Leakage current (mA) versus VBN (V)


